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A REGIONAL OVERVIEW OF THE SECTOR
The Tourism sector remains a fundamental economic sector in the COMESA
region making it key in regional development. Tourism together with travel
support one in 10 jobs (319 million) in the world and generating 10.4% of
world GDP. The tourism sector’s diversified nature affects practically all areas
of the economy such as education, environment, crafts, infrastructure, trade,
manufacturing and transport.
 

In 2012, CBC in partnership with COMESA held the first COMESA
Sustainable Tourism Forum, from which  a key regional framework and
information manual on the status of tourism in COMESA countries was
developed; it also covered key areas of intervention to improve the
competitiveness of the industry at a national and transborder level.
 

Further, in 2017 CBC launched the Tourism Heritage Handbook, which is a
guide for business leaders, policymakers and tourists to the region, containing
facts on Member States' population, languages, religion, currency and tourist
arrivals; it also highlights key wildlife and heritage attractions in the region.
 

CBC working hand in hand with COMESA hopes to create a sustainable
tourism marketing strategy to promote the region as a single tourism
destination; incorporate sustainable tourism elements; develop a tourism
database; develop a dedicated COMESA online tourism  portal; and hold
tourism trade fairs to help support the industry's recovery from the adverse
impact of COVID-19.
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The Tourism
Insider

Dear Reader, 
 

Welcome to the second edition of our Tourism
Insider.  The sector and affiliated others, such as the
transport and hospitality industries, have been brought
to their knees owing to the rapid spread of the COVID-19
virus.
 

There is a lot of uncertainty the world over; the future is
unpredictable. What we do know is that this is the time
for collaboration and innovation. It is a call to
reimagine tourism in order to rebuild, the industry for
the future “new normal”. In this edition we highlight
some of the challenges faced by the industry across the
region, and look forward to bringing you more updates.
 
 

Sandra Uwera, CEO, COMESA Business Council
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We would like to encourage you to
make use of our Market Brief
repository on our website; the
topics covered in this issue are
complementary to these briefs and
are meant to further assist you  in
navigating the current market, as
you strategise on  how best to 
 access bigger value chains. 
 
We value your feedback and the
welcome contributions to this
bulletin so that together, we can
make it a must read publication
for the tourism sector in
COMESA and beyond.
 
Companies wishing to place
adverts in this bulletin may
contact the editor for further
details:
Marianne Nzioki
mnzioki@comesabusinesscouncil.org
 
All information products are
available on our website:
www.comesabusinesscouncil.org

http://comesabusinesscouncil.org/
http://www.comesabusinesscouncil.org/
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Follow us on social media:

CBC is a Business Member Organisation, and the private sector institution of COMESA. We represent the interests of the private sector at a regional
level.  The services we offer go beyond advocacy to actively promote business participation in regional integration, investment and global trade. This is
done by facilitating the growth of strong business synergies, the development of business opportunities, and also through legislative and strategic
advocacy. Our services are custom tailored and driven by both industry, and enterprise interests.

ABOUT CBC:

Building regional, going global.      |      www.comesabusinesscouncil.org

COMESA Business Council
Ben Bella Road, P.O. Box 30051, Lusaka, Zambia

Email:  comesabusinesscouncil@comesa.int  |  Tel:  +260 211 229725/32

In 2020 however, the tourism sector in the COMESA region and the rest of Africa will not depict a graph as above.
Like every other economic sector, the tourism sector has been hit with the novel Covid–19. According to the United
Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) latest estimate, a decline in international tourism receipts (exports)
of between US$300-450 billion is expected this year; this is almost one third of the US$ 1.5 trillion generated in 2019. 
 

The sector has been heavily impacted by the necesssary measures that have been taken by businesses and governments
in order to curb the spread of COVID-19. IATA estimates the economic contribution of the air transport industry in
Africa at US$ 55.8 billion, supporting 6.2 million jobs and contributing 2.6% of GDP. Airlines typically contribute
about 35% of world trade, and each job in air transport supports 24 others in the travel and tourism value chain, which
creates around 70 million jobs.
 

The restrictions enacted on the movement of goods and services has resulted in partial unemployment of hotel and
airlines staff. Taking into consideration the past market trends, indicators shows that five years’ worth of business
growth will be lost due to the Coronavirus pandemic. Millions of jobs in the industry are at risk, and particularly for
small-and-medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which constitute about 80% of all tourism businesses.

Tourist arrivals expected to decline by
20% - 30% regionally in 2020.
Expected turnover loss for the hotel and
hospitality industry is 20% - 60%
Africa has experienced a 20% decline in
international flight bookings in the
months of March and April 2020
Domestic flight bookings declined by 15%
and 25% in March and April respectively
for the period 01 Feb - 11 March, ticket
refunds increased by 75% in 2020
compared to the same period in 2019
As at 11 March 2020, African airlines
had already lost US$ 4.4 billion

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY AMIDST COVID-19
The COMESA region is a key destination to many tourists for it
boasts of hosting a diverse cultural heritage sites and its
abundant natural resources. The graph below shows the
evolution of the number of arrivals of Tourists in some
COMESA   member countries of COMESA during the period
from 2003 to 2017. 
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